FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dr. Jennifer Howard
Nominated for
The Shorty Award
NEW YORK – Media savvy psychotherapist Dr. Jennifer Howard (@DrJennifer) has been
nominated for the Shorty Award, which honors the best of “Short Real-Time Content.”
From the http://shortyawards.com/about: The Shorty Awards honor the best people and
organizations on Twitter and social media. Nominations are made through Twitter and
their Web site, culminating in an awards ceremony that recognizes the winners in dozens
of official categories, as well as thousands of crowd-sourced categories. For the first time,
the Shorty Awards will also honor the industry's best agencies and social media
professionals.
The community is invited to nominate Twitter users for excellence over the past year.
Each award recognizes each content creator's entire body of work, not just an individual
tweet. Nominations are made by sending a tweet, whether it's through the Shorty Award
Web site or on Twitter.
Dr. Jennifer Howard is pleased to have been nominated by many of her followers. She
appreciates how Social Media can help her reach so many readers, as well as allow her to
become acquainted with them via tweets.

About Dr. Jennifer Howard
Dr. Jennifer Howard teaches the art of Conscious Living. She is equally at home sharing
ancient spiritual wisdom, the latest scientific understanding, and proven and practical life
changing techniques culled from over 20 years as an internationally acclaimed coach,
licensed psychotherapist, teacher, and energy healer. As a professional speaker and
author, Dr. Jennifer's energetic style, along with her sense of humor, helps her audiences-beginner and advanced alike--assimilate what is being taught, even when the material
appears to be complex. She has offices in New York, leads a variety of teleseminars and
is a leading thought leader on spirituality and psychology. Having appeared as an expert
on numerous national network television shows, she is also the host of the popular radio
show, "A Conscious Life." Dr. Jennifer Howard was named one of the TOP 25 Celebrity
Doctors on Twitter, one of the Top 100 Health Web sites and has been dubbed "The
Funniest Shrink on Twitter." Info@drjenniferhoward.com

